New Billing System: Invoice Format Changes
(US and Canada)

Nasdaq is transitioning to a new system. The new system implementation will occur in two phases: billing in April 2023 followed by usage reporting later this year.

Beginning with your April invoice, the following changes have been made:

- **For each billing location, you will now see “Location ID” and the “Location Name.”**
  
  The “Location ID” is a unique identifier that is automatically generated by the new system and cannot be changed. Please refer to this number if you are contacting Nasdaq with a question about your invoice. This number will also be used for changes to detailed usage reporting. More details regarding the Location ID and detailed reporting changes will be communicated separately.

  The “Location Name” is an identifier that can be used to differentiate between various locations. On the April invoice, the name of your organization is used to populate this identifier. **This name can be changed to whatever you would like, including any customized name you had previously used on your invoice including a report title.** Please contact DataOps@nasdaq.com for assistance.

- **Column Header Changes**
  
  The “Report Title” column is eliminated and will no longer be on your invoice. Instead, Nasdaq has standardized the component names under the column called “Billable Item.” If you would like to retain data that was contained on a Report Title, please contact Data Operations who can add this data to the Location Name.

  The “From Usage Report” column is eliminated.

These invoice improvements provide increased flexibility and a more streamlined approach to billing. It also provides clarity as to which fees you’ve designated for which billing locations and allows for further billing customization.

**Please see Page Two for a screenshot of the changes to the invoices.**

Questions? Please contact DataOps@nasdaq.com
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New invoice Format

In the screenshot below, the Location ID and Location Name have been added. If you have multiple locations on your current invoice, these locations will appear on your new invoice, each with a unique Location ID.

For reference, this is a sample of the old invoice format

As referenced above, the “From Usage Report” will be removed. This field was utilized to show the last time a report was received or updated. This field is not necessary because the same details are available in the Usage Reporting portal NORA.
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(Europe)

Nasdaq is transitioning to a new system. The new system implementation will occur in two phases: billing in April 2023 followed by usage reporting later this year.

**Beginning with your April invoice, the “Specification” Column has changed:**

- “Report Title” will no longer be used on your invoice. Instead, Nasdaq has standardized the item names under Specification.

- Previously, you may have had the same item number listed separately using a different report title. Moving forward, you will see the same item number with the same “item” name listed under Specification. The usage reporting quantities will differentiate each.

As the new system implementation continues, there will be further invoice updates to provide even further account transparency including increased flexibility as to how your account is organized while retaining the ability for you to customize. There will also be further clarity as to which fees you’ve designated to which billing locations.

**Please see Page Two for a screenshot of the changes to the invoices.**

Questions? Please contact DataOps@nasdaq.com
New Invoice Format

For reference, this is a sample of the old invoice format:

Same item number with different report title.